
Record of a decision taken by the Resources 
Portfolio Holder

Adoption of the Sir Peter Hesketh-Fleetwood Statue

On 29 September 2017 the Service Director People and Places submitted a report 
seeking the Resources Portfolio Holder’s approval for the installation and annual 
maintenance of a statue of Sir Peter Hesketh-Fleetwood in Euston Park, Fleetwood.

Decision taken

The Resources Portfolio Holder agreed that the council adopt the statue of Sir. Peter 
Hesketh-Fleetwood and undertake annual maintenance.
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Localised Discretionary Business Rate Relief Scheme for the period from 2017/18 
to 2020/21

On 29 September 2017 the Service Director People and Places submitted a report 
seeking the Resources Portfolio Holder’s approval to adopt the proposed Localised 
Discretionary Business Rate Relief scheme for the financial years 2017/18, 2018/19, 
2019/20 and 2020/21.

Decision taken

The Resources Portfolio Holder gave approval to adopt the proposed Localised 
Discretionary Business Rate Relief scheme for the period from 2017/18 to 2020/21.
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Creation of a Digital Hub at Fleetwood Market

On 29 September 2017 the Service Director Performance and Innovation submitted a 
report seeking the Resources Portfolio Holder’s approval to create a Digital Hub at 
Fleetwood Market and to include the scheme in the Council’s 2017/18 Capital Budget.



Decision taken

The Resources Portfolio Holder gave approval to create a Digital Hub at the cost of 
£8,500 and agreed that the scheme be added to the Council’s 2017/18 Capital Budget.

Date of Publication: Friday, 6 October 2017

What were the reasons for the recommendation and any other options were 
considered and rejected?
Full details of the reasons for the recommendation and any alternative options that were 
considered but rejected, are included in the full reports.

When will these decisions be implemented?
All decisions will be put into effect five working days from the date of publication, unless a 
decision is “called-in” by any three members of the council within that period. The “call-in” 
procedure is set out in Part 4 of the Council’s Constitution (Paragraph 17 of the Overview 
and Scrutiny Procedure Rules).

If a decision is “called-in”, the Overview and Scrutiny Committee may decide that the 
original decision should be upheld or ask the Portfolio Holder to reconsider the decision.
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http://www.wyre.gov.uk/downloads/file/76/part_405-overview_and_scrutiny_procedure_rules

